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Summary








Results
Weighted Index with 30-year splines

Summer instrumental data and cool summers in Northern Fennoscandia
Long pine chronologies (ring width, TRW) from Torneträsk and Northern Finland (~300km apart)
Standardization and other simpler approaches to assess extreme negative growth years
Negative extremes in the last 2000 years and then the longer record back to ~5500 BC –
with the assumption that these years experienced very cool summers
Implications for cool volcanic-induced summers
Where should work relating possible links between tree-growth and volcanically-induced
cool summers be going?

Instrumental Data





Klingbjer and Moberg (2003) developed a long instrumental record for the Haparanda area
(Tornedalen) of NE Sweden, close to the Finnish border
Record extends back to 1802 but there are no data for 1815, so the start here is from 1816
There are issues with possible direct solar influence on the thermometers in summer
(Böhm et al., 2010) before a Stevenson-type screen was installed about the mid-1870s, but this
isn’t an issue here due to the approach used

Weighted First Difference – last 7500 years

Northern temperatures (inferred from tree-ring density MXD network) and volcanic
eruptions (Briffa et al., 1998)

Weighted First Difference – last 2000 years

Analysis Methods
•

Two basic methods used with the emphasis on the second. Aim with both is to isolate the
extremely negative values:
First Method – for each tree-ring width series take the residuals (by division) from a 30-year
spline, average across years, then normalize over the overall period of record
Second Method – for each tree-ring width series take the first difference between year (i) and
year (i-1), average across years then normalize over the overall period of record

•

The normalization method is not the usual one, but slightly more complex to reduce the effect of
excessive skewness. The effect though for the negative extremes considered here is not
important

•

Treat the Torneträsk and Finnish series as separate groups, but later average them using core
counts as weights

•

First, what do these two analysis procedures do to the JJA temperatures from the extended
Haparanda/Tornedalen series?

Discussion Points
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Applied to the JJA Tornedalen record
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1601, 536, 685, 1806, 1641, 1229, 1837, 542, 1680 and 1630
1601 is the lowest for Torneträsk and second for N. Finland
536 is lowest for N. Finland and fourth lowest for Torneträsk
The other common year in the lowest twenty for both was 1806. In the Tornedalen record this was
NOT an extremely cold summer
1837 was possibly a volcanic year (Cosegüina erupted in Jan 1835), it is in the list above, but it’s
not an anomalous summer in the Tornedalen record
Clearly some of these years can be related to explosive volcanic eruptions, but years such as 1816
are not there
1258 is not there
1601 is known to have been exceptionally cold in the Polar Urals and also in the western USA
Various causes have been put forward for the cold summers of 536 and 542
1806 and 1837 extremes in TRW, but not in the instrumental record
MXD clearly responds to cool summers when averaged for the NH as does the NH temperature
average
TRW is more local like small regional temperature series. Averaging many TRW series may
produce useful results
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